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ABSTRACT 
We investigate Ford's method for generating a de Bruijn cycle of degree n. We show 
that the feedback function which generates the cycle has the minimum possible number 
of positions equal to 1 and we give an algorithm which finds those positions for all n. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A de Bruijn cycle is a sequence {a,} of length 2 '~ such that all binary 
vectors of  length n appear as at ,  a~+l ..... a~+n_l for some 1 with the 
subscripts taken modulo 2" [1], [3], [4]. The existence of  these cyc/es for 
every n and their number  is given by de Bruijn [1], hence the name. 
Ford [2] gives an algorithm for constructing one cycle for each length. 
Start with a register o f  length n filled with zeros. Fol low the vector 
an, a,~_x ..... al with its odd successor a~_t, a,,_~ .... , ax, 1 if possible. I f  the 
odd successor has been used, i.e., an, a~_x .... , ax --+ a,-1 ..... ax, 1, follow 
with the even successor. This construction determines a de Bruijn cycle 
of order n. After moving the initial n zeros to the end of the cycle, we list 
the de Bruijn cycles in lexicographic order, with 1 preceding 0. The cycle 
thus formed is the lexicographically least de Bruijn cycle. 
We can think of the cycle as being formed f rom a shift register of 
length n. Each new bit into the shift register is function of  the previous n 
bits, and with the last n - -  1 bits of the current state defines the successor 
state. Go lomb [3] gives the necessary and sufficient condition that the 
shift register produce pure cycles, i.e., cycles without branches. The 
condition is that the highest order variable (stage) enter into the 
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feedback linearly. That is, the feedback function f can be written as 
f (x l  , x~ ..... xn) = x,, + g(xl , x2 ..... x,_~). Thus the truth table of the 
function g contains all the information about the cycle structure produced 
by the shift register. We shall investigate the truth table of g which 
corresponds to Ford's algorithm. 
2. THE WEIGHT OF THE TRUTH TABLE IS MINIMUM 
The truth table of g contains 2 n-1 positions. For each position we have a 
choice of output of either 0 or 1 so that there are 2 ~"-1 truth tables which 
produce pure cycles. We define the weight of the truth table to be the 
number of positions for which g takes on the value 1. 
THEOREM. The truth table of  the lexicographically east de Bruijn cycle 
has weight Z(n) -- 1. 
Z(n) is the number of cycles defined by the pure cycling register. The 
pure cycling register has the feedback 
f (xl ..... xn) = Xn Av g(xl ,-.., Xn--1) = Xn (g ~ 0). 
Z(n) is also the number of necklaces of length n in two colors of beads 
which are inequivalent under cyclic rotation. Z(n) is given by 
1 E ~(d)2n/a, 
n a/n 
where the summation is over the divisors of n and r is Eulers C-function. 
Before we prove the theorem we observe that a single change in the 
truth table of g produces achange of one in the number of cycles produced 
by g. This is an easy consequence of the pure cycle restriction. 
PROOF OF THEOREM: Consider the space of 2 n nodes broken into cycles 
by the pure-cycle register. There are Z(n) cycles. Therefore, Z(n) -  I 
changes in the truth table are necessary to form a de Bruijn cycle, since a 
simple change in g can decrease the number of cycles by at most one. 
Thus, the minimum weight is equal to Z(n) -  I and the minimum is 
attained for all n. 
We start with all zeros in the register and taking the odd successor we 
add the cycle (0 ... 01). This increases the weight of the truth table to I. 
Each time we add a cycle we increase the weight of the truth table by 1. 
We investigate the successor pattern of the cycle and determine how the 
weight of the truth table is affected. 
THE LEXICOGRAPHICALLY LEAST DE BRUL1N CYCLE 
Define the measure of  the register to be the number of  l 's it contains. 
If 0, an-: ..... al --+ an-1 ,..., a : ,  1, the measure of  the register is increased. 
We have chosen an alternate successor for 0, a,~_: ,..., a~ than the one 
prescribed for it by the pure-cycle register. This adds a 1 to the truth table 
in position 0, an-1 ..... al and joins another cycle to the "union" of  cycles 
already formed. 
I f  1, an_1 ..... a~ ~ an-~ ..... a~, l, the measure of  the register is unchanged. 
We remain on the same cycle and no new cycle is added. No change is 
made in the truth table. 
If 0, a,-1 .... , al ~ a,_: ..... a l ,  0, we are on the same (pure) cycle. No  
change is made in the truth table. This also means that 
1, an-1 ,..., ax --~ an-1 ,..., a l ,  1 
has occurred. 
I f  1, a~_l ,..., a~ ~ an-1 ,..., a~, 0, the measure of  the register is decreased 
and we are on a different cycle. This also means 0, an-: ..... a~ --* am-x .... , al, 1 
has occurred previously and an increase in the truth table weight was 
made at that time. 1, an-1 ..... a: would normally map into an-: ,..., a~, 1, 
but this vector has been taken, so it goes to its alternate successor. This 
is the vector that 0, an_: ,..., a: would have mapped into under the pure- 
cycle register. The action of 1, an_ :  . . . .  , a 1 ~ an_  1 , . . . ,  a I , 0 is to close the 
two cycles together and no change is made in the weight of  the truth table. 
If we leave a cycle to go to an alternate cycle, the measure of  the vector in 
the register either increases or decreases. I f  the measure increases, we are 
adding a new cycle and theweight of  the truth table increases. I f the measure 
of  the vector in the register decreases, it means we take an even successor 
instead of  the odd (pure) successor. This means the odd successor has 
been chosen (previously), and the cycle has been exhuasted. The choice of  
the even (alternate) successor ejoins the two cycles, and no change is 
made in the truth table. Q.E.D. 
We give an example for n = 4. 
The pure-cycle register decomposition is: 
A = (0), 
B = (0 ,  
c = (01), 
D = (0001), 
E = (0011), 
F = (0111). 
The register is initialized to contain 0, 0, 0, 0. This is the zero cycle. I f  
0, 0, 0, 0 ~ 0, 0, 0, 1 we add the cycle (0001) etc. We give the lexico- 
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graphically least cycle below with a notation of a 1 when a new cycle is 
added and an x when an old cycle is rejoined. 
new cycle added or rejoined--+ 1111 x x x 1 x x 
de Bruijn cycle 00001111011001010000 
We delete the initial n-zeros and enter the cycle in the dictionary. Note 
there are 5 ---- Z(n) --  1 ones and 5 x's. The cycles included in order are 
A,D,E ,F ,B ,F ,E ,D ,C ,D ,A .  
COROLLARY. The truth table of  the lexicographically greatest de Bruijn 
cycle has Z(n) -- 1 ones. 
PROOF: This is the complement of the lexicographically least de Bruijn 
cycle and the cycles involved are the complements of the cycles of the 
lexicographically least de Bruijn cycle. Q.E.D. 
3. POSITIONS FOR WHICH g = 1 
The following algorithm gives for each n the Z(n) -  1 positions 
~1, ~2 ..... C~z(~)-i of the truth table of g for which g(c~i) ~ 1. 
(1) Form the pure cycle decomposition. 
(2) For each cycle (excepting (0)), find the maximum element, 
In i : 2 ~ 9 k i  , k i odd, r ~ O. 
(3) O~ i = (ki -- 1)/2. 
The set of ai formed in this way are the positions ofg  that are equal to 1. 
Verification is easy following the theorem and the example given above. 
We define the breadth of a vector to be the largest number of contiguous 
ones in the vector. Note the algorithm exhausts in order the cycles of 
breadth n, n -- 1, n --  2, etc. Therefore, since each cycle has only one ~i 
which maps the cycle into the de Bruijn cycle, the ~i which maps the cycle 
will be the first vector which appears on the de Bruijn cycle for which 
there is a successor on the given cycle. This will correspond to the k~ 
defined above since k~ is the vector on the cycle whose predecessor has 
greatest breadth. 
COROLLARY. I f  g(a) = 0 for  n = no, 2 s-1 ~ a < 2 ~ n -- 1 ~ t ~ s 
then g(a q- 2 ~ -- 2 ") = 1 for  n = no q- 1. 
COROLLARY. For n - -  1 ~ s ~ 2 ,1  <~ kl < s/2, 
0 ~< k2 ~< 2 "-2~1-1 - -  1 
g(2 8 --  2 8-kl q- 2~1(k2 + 1) - -  1) = 0.  
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